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 modelling

• Update excl. branching ratios to PDG 2020 and the masses and widths of D** decays


• Generate additional MC samples to fill the gap between the exclusive & inclusive 
measurement (assign 100% BR uncertainty in systematics covariance matrix)
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Reconstruction at B-factories
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Reconstruction at B-Factories
Key-technique: hadronic tagging
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Full Reconstruction =   
Belle tagging algorithm 


Candidates reconstructed with 
hierarchical approach & neural 
networks in hadronic modes 

1104 decay cascades 

used with an efficiency of 

0.28% / 0.18% for �  and �B± B0 /B̄0

Reconstruction at B-Factories
Key-technique: hadronic tagging

stage particles

1 tracks, K
S

, �, ⇡0

2 D±
(s), D

0, and J/ mesons

3 D⇤±
(s) and D⇤0 mesons

4 B± and B0 mesons

Table 1: The 4 stages of the hierarchical system

to be the correct probability, we get:

o
p

=
1

1 + ( 1
ot

� 1)Pp(B)
Pp(S)

Pt(S)
Pt(B)

. (20)

This formula is used in the full reconstruction algorithm described in the next
section to calculate the signal probability for modes with low purity so that the
signal fraction had to be increased for the network training.

3. Selection and Reconstruction

In order to reconstruct as many B meson decays as possible, it is not possible
to take care of the thousands of exclusive decay channels individually. Instead
a hierarchical approach was chosen. We divide the reconstruction into 4 stages,
as shown in table 1 and illustrated in figure 3.

Figure 3: The 4 stages of the full reconstruction

One aim of the full reconstruction is to achieve high e�ciency. This could in
theory be done by always reconstructing every possible candidate at all stages
in an event and then finally taking the best B meson candidate. In practice
however, the computing power needed to pursue this maximum e�ciency strat-
egy is not available and it is necessary to perform cuts during the selection and
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and combined with a range of event shape variables to
train a neural network to distinguish reconstructed B
meson candidates from continuum processes. The out-
put classifier score of this neural network is denoted as
O

Cont

. Both classifier scores are mapped to a range of
[0, 1) signifying the reconstruction quality of poor to ex-
cellent candidates. We retain B

tag

candidates that show
at least moderate agreement based on these two outputs
and require that O

FR

> 10�4 and O
Cont

> 10�4. De-
spite these relatively low values, knowledge of the charge
and momentum of the decay constituents in combination
with the known beam-energy allows one to infer the flavor
and four-momentum of the B

tag

candidate. We require
the B

tag

candidates to have at least a beam-constrained
mass of

M

bc

=
q

E

2

beam

� |p
tag

|2 > 5.27 GeV , (10)

with p
tag

denoting the momentum of the B

tag

candidate

in the center-of-mass frame of the colliding e

+

e

�-pair.
Furthermore, E

beam

=
p

s/2 denotes half the center-of-
mass energy of the colliding e

+

e

�-pair. The energy dif-
ference

�E = E

tag

� E

beam

, (11)

is already used in the input layer of the neural network
trained in the final stage of the reconstruction. Here E

tag

denotes the energy of the B

tag

candidate in the center-

of-mass frame of the colliding e

+

e

�-pair. In each event
a single B

tag

candidate is then selected according to the
highest O

FR

score of the hierarchical full reconstruction
algorithm. All tracks and clusters not used in the re-
construction of the B

tag

candidate are used to define the
signal side.

B. Signal Side Reconstruction

The signal side of the event is reconstructed
by identifying a well-reconstructed lepton with
E

B
` = |pB

` | > 1 GeV in the signal B rest frame3 us-
ing the likelihood mentioned in Section II. The signal B

rest frame is calculated using the momentum of the B

tag

candidate via

p

sig

= p

e
+

e
� �

✓q
m

2

B + |p
tag

|2,p
tag

◆
, (12)

with p

e
+

e
� denoting the four-momentum of the colliding

electron-positron pair. Leptons from J/ and photon
conversions in detector material are rejected by combin-
ing the lepton candidate with oppositely charged tracks

3

We neglect the small correction of the lepton mass term to the
energy of the lepton.

(t) on the signal side and demanding that m`t > 0.14 GeV
and met /2 [3.05, 3.15] GeV or mµt /2 [3.06, 3.12] GeV. If
multiple lepton candidates are present on the signal side,
the event is discarded as multiple leptons are likely to
originate from a double semileptonic b ! c ! s cascade.
For charged B

tag

candidates, we demand that the charge
assignment of the signal-side lepton be opposite that of
the B

tag

charge. The hadronic X system is reconstructed
from the remaining unassigned charged particles and neu-
tral energy depositions. Its four momentum is calculated
as

pX =
X

i

✓q
m

2

⇡ + |pi|2,pi

◆
+
X

j

�
Ej ,kj

�
, (13)

with Ei = |ki| the energy of the neutral energy depo-
sitions and all charged particles with momentum pi are
assumed to be pions. With the X system reconstructed,
we can also reconstruct the missing mass squared,

M

2

miss

=
�
p

sig

� pX � p`

�
2

, (14)

which should peak at zero, M

2

miss

⇡ m

2

⌫ ⇡ 0 GeV2, for
correctly reconstructed semileptonic B ! Xu `

+

⌫` and
B ! Xc `

+

⌫` decays. The hadronic mass of the X sys-
tem is later used to discriminate B ! Xu `

+

⌫` signal
decays from B ! Xc `

+

⌫` and other remaining back-
grounds. It is reconstructed using

MX =
q

(pX)µ (pX)µ . (15)

In addition, we reconstruct the four-momentum-transfer
squared, q

2, as

q

2 =
�
p

sig

� pX

�
2

. (16)

The resolution of both variables for B ! Xu `
+

⌫` is
shown in Figure 3 as residuals with respect to the gener-
ated values of q

2 and MX . The resolution for MX has a
root-mean-square (RMS) deviation of 0.47 GeV, but ex-
hibits a large tail towards larger values. The distinct peak
at 0 is from B

0 ! ⇡

�
`

+

⌫` and other low-multiplicity
final states comprised of only charged pions. The four-
momentum-transfer squared q

2 exhibits a large resolu-
tion, which is caused by a combination of the tag-side
B and the X reconstruction. The RMS deviation for
q

2 is 1.59 GeV2. The core resolution is dominated by
the tagging resolution, whereas the large negative tail is
dominated from the resolution of the reconstruction of
the X system.

C. Background Suppression BDT

At this point in the reconstruction, the B ! Xc `
+

⌫`

process completely dominates the selected events. To
identify B ! Xu `

+

⌫`, we combine several distinguish-
ing features into a single discriminant. This is achieved
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The resolution of both variables for B ! Xu `
+

⌫` is
shown in Figure 3 as residuals with respect to the gener-
ated values of q

2 and MX . The resolution for MX has a
root-mean-square (RMS) deviation of 0.47 GeV, but ex-
hibits a large tail towards larger values. The distinct peak
at 0 is from B

0 ! ⇡

�
`

+

⌫` and other low-multiplicity
final states comprised of only charged pions. The four-
momentum-transfer squared q

2 exhibits a large resolu-
tion, which is caused by a combination of the tag-side
B and the X reconstruction. The RMS deviation for
q

2 is 1.59 GeV2. The core resolution is dominated by
the tagging resolution, whereas the large negative tail is
dominated from the resolution of the reconstruction of
the X system.

C. Background Suppression BDT

At this point in the reconstruction, the B ! Xc `
+

⌫`

process completely dominates the selected events. To
identify B ! Xu `

+

⌫`, we combine several distinguish-
ing features into a single discriminant. This is achieved

q2 = (psig − pXc)
2

Allows 
reconstruction 

of X system 
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This formula is used in the full reconstruction algorithm described in the next
section to calculate the signal probability for modes with low purity so that the
signal fraction had to be increased for the network training.

3. Selection and Reconstruction

In order to reconstruct as many B meson decays as possible, it is not possible
to take care of the thousands of exclusive decay channels individually. Instead
a hierarchical approach was chosen. We divide the reconstruction into 4 stages,
as shown in table 1 and illustrated in figure 3.
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�m2
miss = (psig − pX − pℓ)

2
≈ m2

ν = 0 GeV2

Reconstruct neutrino momentum:

q2 = (psig − pXc)
2

Allows 
reconstruction 

of X system 
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Inclusive 

Signal enriched Lepton Energy in 

signal B restframe

Xc Bkg

Hadronic Mass

Signal

Signal

Challenging due to
-              times more abundant

- Very similar experimental signature: 


- high momentum lepton & hadronic system 

- neutrino in final state 

PRD 104 , 012008 (2021)
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Inclusive 

Challenging due to
-              times more abundant

- Very similar experimental signature: 


- high momentum lepton & hadronic system 

- neutrino in final state 

Signal enriched Lepton Energy in 

signal B restframe

Xc Bkg

Hadronic Mass

Signal

Signal
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Use a Boosted Decision Tree (BDT) to suppress 
background with 11 training variables, e.g.
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Inclusive 

Challenging due to
-              times more abundant

- Very similar experimental signature: 


- high momentum lepton & hadronic system 

- neutrino in final state 

Use a Boosted Decision Tree (BDT) to suppress 
background with 11 training variables, e.g.

BDT > 0.85

Xc Bkg

Signal

Hadronic Mass

Signal enrichedLepton Energy in 

signal B restframe

Signal

PRD 104 , 012008 (2021)
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Partial Branching Fractions
Projections of 2D fit in mX : q2

Resonance region

Resonance region

- Estimate signal yield with binned likelihood 
fit in 3 phase-space regions:


- Choose to fit several kinematic variables:


- Measured yields are unfolded to correct for 
detector efficiency & acceptance effects

Result based on 2D fit in 

PRD 104 , 012008 (2021)

Leading systematic: tagging calibration + modelling
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Extract |Vub| by using partial 
BF in        > 1 GeV of 2D fit 
result

Compatible with excl. expectation within 1.3 

�16

New incl. |Vub| from Belle

4 predictions of the partial rate

PRD 104 , 012008 (2021)

Comparisons based on GGOU
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#Differential BF of  
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Propagate all bkg 
sub. uncertainties 

Overlaid MC:  
signal hybrid Xu (& 
normalised to fitted 
signal yields) 

arXiv:2107.13855,  
accepted by PRL

- Measure 6 kinematic variables in the        > 1 GeV region of phase space 

- Selection and reconstruction inherited from the previous partial BR measurement 

- Additional selections to improve resolution and reduce background shape uncertainty

- Background subtraction done via          fit 

light-cone momenta: 

Background subtracted spectra
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Unfolding

X: True distribution M: Detector response Y: Measured distribution

- The detector response is 
represented by a migration 
matrix M


- M(i, j) indicates the probability 
(%) to observe an event in   
bin i if it had a generator-level 
value in bin j

Direct solution for X:

This analysis uses: 

Singular-Value-Decomposition 

(SVD)  [NIMA 372:469(1996)]

arXiv:2107.13855,  
accepted by PRL
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Differential Spectra of  

- Convert unfolded yield to Δℬ in each bin considering reco. efficiency & acceptance

- First measurement of differential branching fractions in the         > 1 GeV region of phase space

- Necessary input for future model-independent determinations of |Vub| (e.g. NNVub, SIMBA)  

arXiv:2107.13855,  
accepted by PRL
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New avenue for incl. |Vcb|

Established approach: Use hadronic mass 
moments, lepton energy moments etc.


 to determine non-perturbative matrix elements 
(ME) of HQE and extract |Vcb|

STOP
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The number ME increases if one increases expansion in orders of STOP
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New avenue for incl. |Vcb|

Novel theoretical approach introduced in  [JHEP 02, 177 (2019)] 

Holds for �  and at �  the # of ME reduces from 13 → 8(!)⟨q2⟩ 1/m4
b

Established approach: Use hadronic mass 
moments, lepton energy moments etc.


 to determine non-perturbative matrix elements 
(ME) of HQE and extract |Vcb|

→ Exploits reparametrization invariance to reduce the # of ME, 
but not true for every observable (e.g. not for � )
⟨MX⟩

Complementary and fully data-driven approach!

The number ME increases if one increases expansion in orders of STOP
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New avenue for incl. |Vcb|

Goal: Measure 

�  (n = 1 - 4) as a 
progression of cuts 
on �  with Belle & 

Belle II


⟨q2⟩n

q2

Novel theoretical approach introduced in  [JHEP 02, 177 (2019)] 

Holds for �  and at �  the # of ME reduces from 13 → 8(!)⟨q2⟩ 1/m4
b

Established approach: Use hadronic mass 
moments, lepton energy moments etc.


 to determine non-perturbative matrix elements 
(ME) of HQE and extract |Vcb|

→ Exploits reparametrization invariance to reduce the # of ME, 
but not true for every observable (e.g. not for � )
⟨MX⟩

Complementary and fully data-driven approach!

The number ME increases if one increases expansion in orders of STOP
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Smooth signal prob. Function:

�26

How to measure moments

Step #1: Signal probability weights

Suppress background in model-independent 
manner → fit �  instead of e.g. �  
 
Determine sets of signal prob. weights as a 
progression of cuts on 

MX q2

q2

First cut as example:

Belle (preliminary)Belle (preliminary)

Event-wise key-formula

arXiv:2109.01685, 
submitted to PRD
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How to measure moments

Invert linear

fitted curve

Belle (simulation)

Step #2: Calibrate moments

Use MC to calibrate reconstructed moments

Linear dependence between reconstructed

and true moments as a function of �q2

Event-wise key-formula

arXiv:2109.01685, 
submitted to PRD
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Step #3: Correct for residual bias

�28

How to measure moments

very small 
< 1%

Belle (simulation)Belle (simulation)

Compare with MC expectation Event-wise key-formula

arXiv:2109.01685, 
submitted to PRD
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Step #3: Correct for residual bias
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How to measure moments

very small 
< 1%

Belle (simulation)Belle (simulation)

Compare with MC expectation Event-wise key-formula

arXiv:2109.01685, 
submitted to PRD
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Step #3: Correct for residual bias

�30

How to measure moments

Event-wise key-formula

Belle (simulation)Belle (simulation)

Compare with MC expectation

Step #4: Correct selection

bias

Overall event reconstruction itself

also biases measured moments

a bit larger 
1-5%

arXiv:2109.01685, 
submitted to PRD
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Preliminary Results
Measured       f  for n = 1 - 4 as a progression of increasing threshold selections on �   q2

Preliminary Results arXiv:2109.01685, 
submitted to PRD

Belle (preliminary)

Dominated by modelling 
uncertainties at lower 

selections

Lepton flavour universality 

Measured / Simulated

Measured - Simulated

Belle (preliminary)Lepton flavour universality
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Summary

• Several new results on inclusive 
semi-leptonic B decays at the B-
factories


• These new results will be essential to 
examine the longstanding Vxb 
puzzles


• Collaborative efforts from experiment 
and theory are still needed


• The accumulated knowledge from 
these studies on MC modelling, 
analysis techniques, etc. will be 
beneficial for future measurements. 



Backup
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